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Abstract

In the open-field behavior of rodents, Software for Exploring Exploration (SEE) can be used for an explicit design of behavioral
endpoints with high genotype discrimination and replicability across laboratories. This ability is demonstrated here in the development
of a measure for darting behavior. The behavior of two common mouse inbred strains, C57BL/6J (B6) and DBA/2J (D2), was analyzed
across three different laboratories, and under the effect of cocaine or amphetamine. “Darting” was defined as having higher acceleration
during progression segments while moving less during stops. D2 mice darted significantly more than B6 mice in each laboratory, despite
being significantly less active. These differences were maintained following cocaine administration (up to 20 mg/kg) and only slightly
altered by amphetamine (up to 5 mg/kg) despite a several fold increase in activity. The replicability of darting behavior was confirmed in
additional experiments distinct from those used for its design. The strategy leading to the darting measure may be used to develop additional
discriminative and replicable endpoints of open-field behavior.
© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Behavior genetics and psychopharmacology depend crit-
ically on the accuracy and reliability of behavior measure-
ments. In psychopharmacology, the behavior of mice and
rats is used to assess the effects of drugs, and to study
the relationship between neurochemistry and behavior. In
behavior genetics, characterization of specific behaviors,
sometime referred to as behavioral phenotyping, is used
in the process of making associations between behavioral
endpoints and particular gene loci. The need for behavioral
phenotyping has resulted in the design of batteries of be-
havioral and physiological tests for mice[1–4]. Most of
the behavioral tests employed by these batteries (e.g. the
open-field test, the Morris water maze and the elevated plus
maze) were adopted from traditional behavioral pharmaco-
logical assessments. In both fields, considerable effort has
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been made to automate these tests in order to increase the
throughput needed for testing large numbers of animals and
to avoid the effect of subjective human judgment.

A useful behavioral measure or “endpoint” should clearly
demonstrate both discriminative ability and replicability.
The first property refers to the ability of this endpoint to
distinguish between different genotypes and/or treatment
conditions. The second property refers to the ability to
replicate the results. That is, genotype or treatment differ-
ences should be as consistent as possible when measured
by different laboratories, by the same laboratory at differ-
ent times, or as a result of small variations in experimental
conditions. The experiment of Crabbe et al.[3], employing
some of the most common tests and inbred mouse strains,
recently addressed this matter by rigorously equalizing
the test apparatus and protocols in three laboratories and
conducting behavioral tests simultaneously. Despite this
exceptional degree of cross-lab control, significant lab ef-
fects were found and the pattern of strain differences varied
substantially among sites (i.e. significant lab× genotype in-
teraction) for many behavioral endpoints. As an indication
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of this issue’s importance, recent phenotyping projects (i.e.
Mouse Phenome Database;[5]) require submitted data to be
validated in at least two different laboratories. As research
methods in psychopharmacology and behavior genetics
become increasingly more sophisticated, behavioral mea-
surement might become a bottleneck for progress, unless
comparable sophistication is taken to improve behavior
discrimination and replicability.

It was recently suggested that solving the replicability
problem by even more rigorous equalization of the labora-
tory environment is not feasible, and that it is preferable
instead to choose behavioral tests that yield the most sta-
ble results[6]. Extending this approach further, we suggest
here to design new behavioral methods and endpoints for
higher discrimination and replicability, and higher resistance
to protocol conditions. Such endpoints may also be more
relevant from the ethological point of view. In the field of
comparative ethology it is generally established that certain
aspects of behavior are species-specific (or even strain and
genotype-specific), and such aspects are relatively resistant
to environmental influences. Behavioral endpoints that are
“ethologically relevant” may be, in turn, more proper for be-
havioral analysis, even when testing for general properties
such as “memory” or “learning”[7]. Ethologically relevant
endpoints that can be defined algorithmically and measured
automatically have a potential for use in behavior genetics,
psychopharmacology and ethology, as well as for fruitful
interdisciplinary collaborations between these fields. In this
study, we demonstrate how construction of such endpoints
may be achieved.

Open-field behavior (exploratory behavior, locomotor be-
havior in a novel environment) is a component listed in most
test batteries. It can be measured automatically using pho-
tobeam cages or video tracking. The variables recorded in
these tests typically include simple measures such as the cu-
mulative distance covered by the mouse during a session and
the ratio between staying in the periphery and center of the
arena. These measures are usually cumulative and general,
reflecting a common view that open-field behavior is largely
stochastic in nature, and can be quantified mainly by some
measure of “general activity” (but see[8] for a different
viewpoint). In recent years, however, ethologically oriented
studies in rats[9–14] and more recently in mice[15–17]
found that open-field behavior is highly structured and con-
sists of typical behavior patterns. These patterns were also
found useful in psychopharmacological and psychobiolog-
ical studies[18–23]. Based on these patterns, Software for
Exploring Exploration (SEE) was recently developed for the
visualization and analysis of open-field data measured auto-
matically by video tracking[24], and was proposed as a tool
for behavioral phenotyping[15,17,25]. We shall use here
the term SEE both for the strategy and for the supporting
software.

The first objective of the SEE software is computing and
visualizing a previously defined set of measures for the char-
acterization of open-field behavior. SEE, however, is in fact

a sub-language or “package,” residing within the powerful
and flexible programming environment of MathematicaTM

(by Wolfram Research, see[26]), and can employ all the so-
phisticated tools available in MathematicaTM for its compu-
tations. In addition, SEE automatically partitions the path of
the animal into a string of discrete units—progression seg-
ments and lingering episodes—according to a proven natural
categorization and ethological relevance[13,14]. These dis-
crete units have simple properties such as duration, length
and maximal speed, which can be used to analyze the be-
havior in a straightforward manner, compared to the more
complicated methods that are usually required for the analy-
sis of continuous time series of coordinates (as in, e.g.[8]).
Due to these properties, SEE can be used readily in order to
explore the data, and develop and test new measures.

These abilities of SEE promote a new approach to the
problem of discriminative and replication ability in behav-
ioral endpoints, which is more similar to the approach used
in bioinformatics (e.g.[27,28]). In this approach, the raw
path coordinates of an open-field session are considered as
an information-rich source that can be stored in a database
and explored using specialized algorithms. Instead of a pri-
ori postulating that a certain measure of open-field behav-
ior is relevant, it is thus possible to explore many different
optional measures and select those that show high discrim-
ination and replicability over most of the database. Such a
database may be a public database to which many laborato-
ries can contribute data. In such a database, experiment con-
ditions and procedures will probably differ slightly across
laboratories even when using the same standard test, but this
will not constitute a serious problem if the developed be-
havioral measures would be relatively robust to such differ-
ences. In this study we illustrate this approach by applying
SEE to explore a database of six experiments performed in
three different laboratories, in order to construct a measure
for the “darting” movement in the open field, that is both
discriminative and replicable.

When rodents embark into an open environment that
might be dangerous but is also attractive (e.g. because it
offers food), they may display a typical pattern of “wary”
movement: abrupt and fast bouts of progression, separated
by short episodes of complete arrest or “freezing.” In North
America, for example, where squirrels are common in highly
populated areas, they can frequently be seen to employ
this pattern when moving on the ground in order to collect
man-made food near houses or people[29]. Regarded as an
evolutionary strategy, freezing behavior likely minimizes
the chance of being detected by a predator, utilizing the nat-
ural camouflage properties of rodents’ hide that are typical
to most wild species. The fast bouts of progression decrease
the cumulative movement time required for covering the
same distance, thus again decreasing the chance of detec-
tion. While conducting open-field experiments with inbred
strains of mice, we noticed that DBA/2J (D2) and CXBK
mice tend to exhibit this pattern much more frequently than
C57BL/6J (B6) and BALB/c. The purpose of the study
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described in this report is to utilize a small database of six
experiments, conducted in three laboratories and including
normal and drug-induced behavior of three inbred strains.
Three of the experiments are used for the design of the
endpoint, while the other three are used to test its utility
in behavior genetic and psychopharmacology research. The
results of these experiments with the previously established
SEE endpoints are reported in Kafkafi et al.[17].

2. Methods

2.1. Housing and tracking procedures

The experiments used for this study were not originally
designed to study darting behavior. Rather, they constitute
a database that can be used for developing many different
endpoints. Conditions in each experiment were slightly
different because of different technical limitations in each
laboratory, and because we were still developing our pro-
tocol. These minor differences were intentionally left unre-
solved in that they realistically simulate a public database
to which many laboratories contribute data. The objective
of this study is to demonstrate that such a database can
be used to develop replicable endpoints. Such endpoints
should be robust under small changes in conditions, while
an endpoint with low replicability might not have much
value even when conditions are very rigorously equalized
[3,6]. In general, however, conditions of all the experiments
below follow the protocol that is being developed by us for
an open-field test in a large arena.

Table 1
Experiment groups, labs and conditions in the six experiments

Experiments

1 2 3 4 5 6

Group (n), treatment B6 (8) B6 (8) B6 (8) B6 (8) B6 (5), saline B6 (10)
DBA (8) DBA (8) DBA (8) CXBK (8) DBA (5), saline DBA (10)

B6 (5), cocaine 5 mg/kg
DBA (5), cocaine 5 mg/kg
B6 (5), cocaine 10 mg/kg
DBA (5), cocaine 10 mg/kg
B6 (5), cocaine 20 mg/kg
DBA (5), cocaine 20 mg/kg
B6 (5), amphetamine 1 mg/kg
DBA (5), amphetamine 1 mg/kg
B6 (5), amphetamine 2.5 mg/kg
DBA (5), amphetamine 2.5 mg/kg
B6 (5), amphetamine 5 mg/kg
DBA (5), amphetamine 5 mg/kg

Location NIDA MPRC TAU NIDA NIDA MPRC
Arena’s diameter (cm) 250 210 250 250 250 210
Tracking rate (frames/s) 30 30 25 30 30 30
Spatial resolution (cm) 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.0
Period of testing Dark Light Dark Light Light Dark

NIDA, laboratory at National Institute of Drug Abuse/IRP in Baltimore; TAU, laboratory at Zoology Department of Tel Aviv University; MPRC, laboratory
in Maryland Psychiatric Research Center, University of Maryland. Experiments 1–3 were used to derive the DART measure while experiments 4–6 were
used to test it.

In this section we describe the conditions of six exper-
iments. Table 1 summarizes these differences. The three
laboratories in which experiments were conducted were
the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center (MPRC) of the
University of Maryland, the National Institute of Drug
Abuse/IRP (NIDA) in Baltimore and the Zoology Depart-
ment of Tel Aviv University (TAU). The experimental pro-
tocols followed the “Principles of Laboratory Animal Care”
(NIH publication No. 86-23, 1996). The animals used in this
study were maintained in facilities fully accredited by the
American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care (AAALAC).

Experiment 1 was conducted at NIDA. Subjects were
eight C57BL/6J (B6) and eight DBA/2J (D2) mice, all
9–12-week-old males. Animals were kept in 12:12 reverse
light cycle, housed in two to four per cage under standard
conditions of 22◦C room temperature and water and food
ad libitum. The animals were shipped from Jackson Labo-
ratories and housed in this room for at least 2 weeks before
the experiment. Animals were tested once during the dark
phase of the photoperiodic cycle. Each animal was brought
from its housing room, introduced immediately into the
arena and returned immediately after the end of the 30-min
session.

The arena was a large, circular (250 cm diameter) area
with a non-porous gray floor and a 50 cm high, primer gray
painted, continuous wall. The gray paint was specially cho-
sen to provide a high-contrast background, enabling video
tracking of black, brown and white mice without the need to
dye or mark them. The large size of the arena is an impor-
tant requirement of our protocol, since in our experience it
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increases considerably the relative spatial resolution and the
quality of the results. Several landmarks of various shapes
and sizes were attached in different locations to the arena
wall and to the walls of the room where the arena was lo-
cated in order to enable easy navigation for the mouse. The
arena was illuminated with two 40 W neon bulbs on the ceil-
ing, above the center of the arena.

Tracking was performed using a video camera installed
on the ceiling, feeding directly into a PC computer running a
Noldus EthoVision® video tracking system[30]. We used a
tracking rate of 30 frames/s in order to enable high time reso-
lution, and the spatial resolution was about 1.3 cm per video
pixel. Coordinate files were exported from EthoVision® and
analyzed using SEE.

Experiment 2 was conducted at MPRC, replicating ex-
periment 1 at NIDA. Subjects were eight B6 and nine D2
mice, all 9–12-week-old males, shipped from Jackson Lab-
oratories. Conditions were as in experiment 1, except that
the animals were tested during their light phase, the arena
diameter was smaller, 2.10 m instead of 2.50 m, and the spa-
tial resolution was about 1.0 cm instead of 1.3 cm per video
pixel. In addition, the video signal was not digitized at the
MPRC but recorded on tape and digitized by the Noldus
EthoVision® tracking system at NIDA-IRP.

Experiment 3 was conducted at TAU, replicating exper-
iment 1 at NIDA and experiment 2 at the MPRC. Sub-
jects were nine B6 and nine D2 mice, all 9–12-week-old
males, shipped from Jackson Laboratories. Conditions
were as in experiment 1, except that the tracking rate was
25 frames/s and not 30 frames/s, due to the limitation of
using the European PAL video coding instead of the Amer-
ican NTSC, and spatial resolution was 1.0 cm per video
pixel.

Experiment 4 was conducted at NIDA. Subjects were eight
B6 shipped from Jackson Laboratories and eight CXBK
mice from the colony at NIDA, all 11–13-week-old males.
Conditions were as in experiment 1, except that animals
were tested during their light phase.

Experiment 5 was conducted at NIDA. Subjects were
10–18-week-old male B6 and D2 mice shipped from Jack-
son Laboratories. Housing conditions were as in experiment
1, except that animals were kept in a regular 12:12 pho-
toperiod and tested during their light phase. Immediately
before introduction to the arena, each mouse received an
i.p. injection of either saline, cocaine (5, 10 or 20 mg/kg),
or d-amphetamine (1.0, 2.5 or 5 mg/kg). Groups included
five D2 and five B6 mice for each dose. The session du-
ration was 90 min, in comparison with 30 min in all of
the other experiments. Doses were assigned so that no
two animals of the same cage received the same drug and
dose.

Experiment 6 was conducted at MPRC, repeating exper-
iment 2 at MPRC. Subjects were 10 B6 and 10 D2 mice,
all 9–12-week-old males shipped from Jackson Laborato-
ries. Conditions were the same as in experiment 2 except
that animals were tested during their dark phase.

2.2. Behavioral analysis

Al the behavioral analysis was conducted using SEE. The
first step of SEE analysis is smoothing the path and com-
puting the speed in each data point, using the robust sta-
tistical method of LOWESS (for details see Kafkafi et al.
[17]). This step reduces tracking noise and eliminates out-
liers generated by incorrect recognition of the animal by the
tracking system. Speed estimation is necessary for both the
next step of analysis and for the darting (DART) endpoint
developed in this study. Speed estimation, however, is espe-
cially sensitive to noise, because any method for measuring
the speed at timeti must use the coordinates of at least two
data points (e.g. the difference between the coordinates atti
and ti−1), thus adding up their noise components. For this
reason, using the LOWESS method for the speed computa-
tion was crucial in this study.

The second step of SEE analysis is segmentation of the
smoothed path into segments of two kinds: stops (or linger-
ing episodes) and progression segments. This segmentation
is done separately for each animal, based on the animal’s
distribution of speeds. A stop does not imply zero speed.
In fact, the mouse can perform many “local” movements
during stops (which is why we sometimes refer to stops as
lingering episodes). An intrinsic categorization into stops
and progression segments, however, can be inferred from
the bi-modal distribution of maximal speeds attained within
progression segments[13]. This step is necessary for com-
puting the DART endpoint (as for most other endpoints) be-
cause one of its components is computed only in progression
segments, while another is computed only in lingering.

The third step of SEE analysis is using stops and pro-
gression segments as natural building blocks from which
more elaborate patterns can be constructed[24]. At this stage
many other endpoints, including also the traditional mea-
sures of distance traveled and center occupation, are com-
puted. The computation of DART is described inSection 3,
as it is a result of this study as much as a method. Results with
additional, previously established methods are described in
Kafkafi et al.[17].

2.3. Statistical analysis

Experiments 1–3 were used for the development of the
DART endpoint. We analyzed their results together, using
two-way ANOVA by laboratory (NIDA, MPRC and TAU)
and genotype (D2 and B6). Although conditions were not
completely identical in the three sites, they can be considered
together for the purpose of designing DART as a replicable
measure. The results of experiment 4 were used to assess
the ability of DART to discriminate two genotypes, one of
which was not used in the design of DART, in an additional
experiment in one laboratory, by comparing the means us-
ing t test. The results of experiment 5, for each of the two
drugs, are again analyzed using two-way ANOVA, this time
by dose-level and genotype. For assessing the discrimination
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ability and replicability of DART across laboratories we used
a two-way ANOVA by laboratory and genotype on exper-
iment 5 (the saline-injected animals only) and experiment
6. When using two-way ANOVA by genotype and labora-
tory, the effect sizes of each factor (genotype, laboratory,
their interaction, and the “residuals” or individual animal)
was estimated from the ANOVA by the proportion of the
variation attributed to that factor out of the total variation
(“effect size”), computed as SS (factor)/SS (total). Note that
the proportion of genotypic variation is a relatively conser-
vative estimate of the broad-sense heritability, since some of
the interaction variance may also be genetic, and part of the
individual variance may be attributed to measurement error.

3. Results

3.1. DART design

Using the usual SEE analysis[13,24], the time series of
the path in each session was partitioned into a string of seg-
ments of two kinds: progression segments and stops (Fig. 1).
We frequently refer to stops as “lingering episodes” in order
to emphasize that they do not necessarily imply complete
arrest, but usually contain many “local” movements such as
scanning movements, grooming, sideway steps, etc.[13,14].

Our initial observations suggested that D2 progression
is more “abrupt” or “darting like” than that of the B6.
Darting in a progression segment is reflected by changes
of speed. The simplest way to estimate the absolute change
in speed over a whole progression segment is by dividing
its maximum speed by its duration (i.e. its aspect ratio
in the speed profile, as inFig. 1, bottom). This measure
reflects the average absolute acceleration (i.e. both accel-
eration and deceleration) in the hypothetical case in which
the mouse accelerates from zero speed, reaches a single
speed peak and decelerates to zero during the same time it
took to accelerate. In realty, of course, this is often not so
(Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the maximum speed to duration ratio
(MSDR) was found to discriminate the two strains. We also
tested more elaborated measures of the average absolute
acceleration, acceleration alone or deceleration alone, or
the “sharpness” of speed peaks, and they all produced very
similar results to those generated by the MSDR. Segment
S1 in Fig. 1 is a high-MSDR segment that is more fre-
quent in D2 mice, while S2 is a low-MSDR segment that
is more typical to B6, including more than one speed peak.
The MSDR value for each animal was taken as the median
of MSDR values of all segments during the session, or
during 5 min time bins. One whole session with less than
10 progression segments and several 5 min time bins with
less than two progression segments were left out of group
statistics, since they provided too small a sample.

The MSDR in the two strains over the three laboratories is
shown inFig. 2 (top right, experiments 1–3). MSDR highly
discriminated the two strains, explaining 46.6% of the varia-

Fig. 1. The LOWESS smoothed path (top) and the LOWESS computed
speed profile (bottom) of two progression segments S1 and S2, sepa-
rated by a lingering episode LE. S1 is a high-DART segment, more typ-
ical of D2 mice, while S2 is a low-DART segment typical to B6 mice.
Each coordinate in the path designates one video frame, measured at
a rate of 30 frames/s. The MSDR of S1 is its maximal speed divided
by its duration (i.e. its aspect ratio in the speed profile), in this case
55.9/1.27 = 44.1 cm/s2. The MSDR of S2 is 41.3/1.8 = 22.9 cm/s2.
The LMS of LE is its length divided by its duration, in this case
11.8/2.07 = 5.7 cm/s.

tion (F1,45 = 109.1, P < 0.0001, using two-way ANOVA).
D2 mice had higher MSDR than B6. Note that the D2 mice
were much less active than B6 mice, as measured in this
study by the total distance traveled (Fig. 2, top left). The
higher MSDR of the D2 mice, reflecting higher acceleration
and deceleration rates, is thus somewhat counter-intuitive,
reinforcing the idea that distance traveled does not fully re-
flect “general activity” in open-field behavior. MSDR strain
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Fig. 2. Mean± S.E. values of the distance traveled (top left), MSDR (top right), LMS (bottom left) and DART (bottom right) in the six experiments.
B6 groups are denoted by black squares, D2 groups by open diamonds and a single CXBK group by a gray star. Experiments 1–3 were used for the
design of the DART endpoint while experiments 4–6 for testing it.

means, however, differed across sites. This was reflected by
a highly significant lab effect, explaining 26.9% of the vari-
ation (F2,45 = 30.5, P < 0.0001, using two-way ANOVA).
Furthermore, the percent of variation attributed to the inter-
action of genotype and laboratory was 6.3%. Thus, while
MSDR was a highly discriminative endpoint, it was not a
very replicable measure across laboratories.

Our initial observations suggested that in addition for
the abruptness of their locomotion, “darting-like” mice
were more likely to freeze during stopping. The general
rate of local movements during stopping can be estimated
by the lingering mean speed (LMS,Fig. 2, bottom left).
This measure is computed by the total distance traveled
in the lingering mode (i.e. during stops, seeFig. 1), di-
vided by the cumulative lingering time. As shown inFig. 2
for experiments 1–3, B6 mice had higher LMS than D2
(F1,45 = 74.44, P < 0.0001), but lab effect was also sig-
nificant (F2,45 = 36.19, P < 0.013, both using two-way
ANOVA). The percent of variance attributed to genotype,
laboratory and their interaction were 37.0, 35.9 and 4.8,
respectively. Thus, LMS was similar to MSDR in being
a (somewhat less) discriminative endpoint, and even less
replicable measure across laboratories.

When the correlation between LMS and MSDR in the
three experiments is considered, however, two patterns
emerge (Fig. 3). First, the combination of the two endpoints
seems to discriminate better the two genotypes over all three
sites than each endpoint by itself. Secondly, within each

genotype, the lab means seem to be positively correlated
and in the same order. This means that LMS and MSDR
may be transformed into two other factors, one of which
highly discriminates the two genotypes while not discrimi-
nating the labs (i.e. has high replicability across labs), and
another that discriminates the labs while not discriminating
the genotypes. The simplest way to define the first factor is
by using the ratio MSDR/LMS. Graphically, this is the slope
of each (MSDR, LMS) combination from the coordinate (0,
0) in Fig. 3. In fact, this factor can be even better defined by
considering the angle of each (MSDR, LMS) combination
from the coordinate (0, 10), as suggested by the two dashed
lines in Fig. 3. This angle is computed by the arc tangent
of the MSDR/LMS ratio, after subtracting the coordinate
(0, 10) and normalizing each endpoint by its typical range,
about 35 m/s2 for the MSDR and 4.5 m/s for the LMS. The
arc tangent has the additional benefit of not being sensitive
to very steep slopes. We can thus define the DART factor as:

DART = arctan

(
(MSDR− 10)/35

LMS/4.5

)

The second factor, which does not discriminate the geno-
types but seems to discriminate the laboratories very well
can be defined as the distance from the (0, 10) coordinate
while using the same normalization, i.e.:√(

MSDR− 10

35

)2

+
(

LMS

4.5

)2
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Fig. 3. Correlation of LMS with MSDR in experiments 1–3. Symbols represent individual animals. Dark symbols: B6 mice; clear symbols: D2 mice.
B1: mean of B6 in experiment 1; B2: mean of B6 in experiment 2; B3: mean of B6 in experiment 3; D1: mean of D2 in experiment 1; D2: mean of
D2 in experiment 2; D3: mean of D2 in experiment 2. Dashed lines illustrate the suggested regularity of genotype and lab effects (see text).

The parameters 10, 35 and 4.5 are thus required in or-
der to take into consideration the typical range of values
for MSDR and LMS. While three parameters might be too
many for explaining the existing data, they are appropri-
ate for building a model that will be tested with additional
data.

Segment S1 inFig. 1 is an example of a high-DART seg-
ment, since its MSDR is high, while S2 is a low-DART seg-
ment. The lingering episode LE inFig. 1 has a relatively
high LMS and thus will contribute to decrease the over-
all DART index of the whole session. Low- or zero-LMS
lingering episodes, which contribute to increase the overall
DART index, show no movement in the path plot or speed
profile.

The results of experiments 1–3 as expressed in terms
of DART are shown inFig. 2 (bottom right). The figure
shows that this measure indeed achieved both high geno-
type discrimination and high replicability. This is reflected
statistically in the large (72.9%) and highly significant
(F1,45 = 128.9, P < 0.0001) genotype effect, in the small
(0.2%) and non-significant (F2,45 = 0.18, P = 0.83)
lab effect, and also in a small (1.2%) and non-significant
(F2,45 = 1.0, P = 0.37) interaction, all using two-way
ANOVA. It is important to stress that these statistics do not
prove that DART is generally discriminative and replica-
ble, since DART was designed a posteriori from the same
data, so as to achieve such a high score. They do, how-
ever, highlight DART as a candidate endpoint for additional
experiments.

3.2. DART testing

CXBK, a recombinant inbred strain generated by a cross
of C57BL and BALB/c, was another strain that, accord-
ing to our subjective observations, appeared to display
“darting-like” movement. It was thus interesting whether
DART can confirm this impression. In experiment 4 we
compared this strain to C57BL/6J in one laboratory (NIDA).
The distance traveled, MSDR, LMS and DART for experi-
ment 4 are shown inFig. 2. CXBK had significantly higher
DART than the B6 mice (P < 0.01 usingt test). Note that
the mean value for the B6 strain is very similar to the val-
ues in experiments 1–3, demonstrating the replicability of
DART over different experiments in the same laboratory,
despite slightly different conditions (testing during the light
phase instead of the dark phase, seeTable 1). The DART of
the CXBK, while higher than that of the B6, was still much
lower than that of the D2 in all other experiments, although
they traveled similar or smaller distances (Fig. 2, top left).

Dopaminergic stimulants are known to have a profound
effect on locomotor behavior. It would thus be interesting to
examine their effect on DART. In experiment 5 we tested B6
and D2 mice administered amphetamine or cocaine in one
laboratory. While amphetamine and cocaine are both indi-
rect dopaminergic agonists, their electrophysiological[31],
neurochemical[32,33]and psychopharmacological[34–36]
effects are slightly different in nature. In addition, previous
studies using inbred rat strains suggest that the psychomotor
stimulant properties of these two drugs may be mediated in
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Fig. 4. Group means± S.E. with the distance traveled (top left), MSDR (top right), LMS (bottom left) and DART (bottom right) in B6 and D2 with
amphetamine (AMPH) and cocaine (COC).

part by distinct set of genes[37]. The sensitivity of the dis-
tance traveled, LMS, MSDR and DART to these two indirect
dopaminergic agonists was assessed (Fig. 4). As expected,
the distance traveled was increased in a dose-dependent man-
ner by both cocaine (genotype× dose two-way ANOVA,
P < 0.0001) and amphetamine (P < 0.0001), up to ap-
proximately four-folds that of the control animals. B6 were
more active than D2 over the dose range of cocaine (P <

0.0001) and amphetamine (P < 0.0001).
Cocaine, however, did not have a similar effect on DART.

In fact, cocaine (doses of 5, 10, and 20 mg/kg) had no sig-
nificant effect on DART in the two strains (F3,32 = 2.3,
P = 0.095), while the difference between genotypes re-
mained highly significant (F1,32 = 74.5, P < 0.0001,
all using two-way ANOVA by genotype and dose-level).
Note also that the means of the two strains were similar
to those found for uninjected animals in all other exper-
iments in the three laboratories. This demonstrates again
the high replicability of the DART measure even under a
variety of conditions. The results for experiment 5 shown
in Fig. 2 include the saline-injected groups, using only the
first 30 min of each session in order to compare them to

the 30-min session of the non-injected animals of the other
experiments, whileFig. 4 shows the results of experiment
5 with all doses using the whole 90 min of each session.

Amphetamine decreased DART in both genotypes
(F3,32 = 7.6, P < 0.001), while maintaining the dif-
ference between them (F1,32 = 52.8, P < 0.0001, all
using two-way ANOVA). Interestingly, an examination of
the two components of DART, MSDR and LMS (Fig. 4,
top right and bottom left), suggests that the mechanism
of this effect was different in the two strains. In the B6
mice, amphetamine did not change LMS while decreasing
MSDR. In contrast, in the D2, amphetamine did not change
MSDR while increasing LMS. In any case, the effect of
amphetamine on DART, estimated by the 20% of varia-
tion in DART attributed to it, was considerably smaller
(and less significant) than its effect on the distance trav-
eled, which was 48%, although genotype effect with both
endpoints was large (46% for DART, 25% for distance
traveled) and very significant (F = 52.8, P < 0.0001, for
DART andF = 31.3, P < 0.0001 for distance traveled).
The amphetamine-induced decrease in DART seemed to be
dose dependent in the D2 mice, while in B6 mice, all three
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doses of amphetamine decreased DART by about the same
amount. This difference may be, however, a result of “floor
effect,” since no animal had a DART score of less than 0.2.

The data from experiments 1–3 were used for designing
the DART endpoint, while the data from experiments 4 and 5
were used for testing its discrimination and replicability, al-
though they were physically conducted before the endpoint
was established. Experiment 6, however, was conducted af-
ter the design process of the DART measure was completed.
This experiment repeated experiment 2 at MPRC, but this
time testing the animals during their dark period. As seen
in Fig. 2 (experiment 6), DART strain means closely repli-
cated the results of all previous experiments, thus simi-
larly discriminating B6 and D2 mice (P < 0.0001 using
t test).

Since both experiment 5 at NIDA and experiment 6 at
the MPRC were conducted with B6 and D2 mice and were
not used for the design of the DART endpoint, it is possible
to use their results together in order to test its discrimina-
tion and replicability, using only the saline-injected animals
from experiment 5. In this test the DART genotype effect
was highly significant (F1,27 = 75.1, P < 0.0001, using
two-way ANOVA), while lab (F1,27 = 1.7, P = 0.20) and
interaction effects (F1,27 = 0.84, P = 0.37) were not. The
percent of variance attributed to genotype, laboratory, their
interaction and the individual animal were 72.5, 1.7, 0.8 and
25.0, respectively. These numbers are very similar to those
found in the design stage with different experiments (see
Section 3.1). Note that the genotypic variance is a conser-
vative estimation of broad-sense heritability (Section 2.3),
and that a broad-sense heritability of 72% is considered high
even when measured within the same laboratory and proto-
col conditions. When using LMS the genotype effect was
almost as large (63.3%) and significant (F1,27 = 69.7, P <

Fig. 5. DART (mean± S.E.) in time bins of 5 min in the six experiments. B6 groups are represented by dark symbols, D2 groups by open symbols, and
a single CXBK group by gray stars.

0.0001) and the lab effect was small (1.9%) and not sig-
nificant (F1,27 = 1.5, P = 0.23), but the interaction was
relatively large (7.7%) and significant (F1,27 = 7.7, P <

0.01). With MSDR the genotype effect (45.2%) was much
smaller than with DART and not as significant (F1,27 =
18.2, P < 0.001), while lab (0.3%) and interaction (5.5%)
effects were not significant. When using the optional, more
simplistic definition of DART = MSDT/LMS, the geno-
type effect (33.2%) was much smaller and less significant
(F1,27 = 15.7, P < 0.001) than the genotypic effect with
DART as defined inSection 3.1using the arc tangent and the
three parameters, while lab (6.4%) and interaction (5.5%)
effects were not significant but considerably larger. In sum-
mary, when using its definition suggested inSection 3.1
DART achieved the highest discriminative power and repli-
cability for B6 and D2, despite the differences in conditions
between experiments 5 and 6.

Calculating DART through the session in time bins of
5 min in the six experiments (Fig. 5) shows that it had similar
dynamics in both B6 and D2. There was an increase of
DART during the first 5–10 min, followed by stabilization
during the rest of the session. The replicability of strain
means was preserved during each of the 5 min time bins. In
contrast, the single CXBK group continued to increase its
DART throughout the session. They started at a level similar
to that of the B6 groups and ended at a level similar to that
of the D2 groups.

Fig. 6 shows the within-group correlations between the
distance traveled and DART in the six experiments. In two
D2 groups there was a negative correlation (experiments
1 and 2,R2 > 0.6, P < 0.05) and in one B6 group
there was a positive correlation (experiment 5,R2 = 0.78,
P < 0.05). After correcting for multiple comparisons, how-
ever, either with the Bonferroni method or with the less
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Fig. 6. Correlation between the distance traveled and DART in the six experiments. Each point represents a single animal. B6 mice are denoted by black
squares, D2 mice by open diamonds and CXBK mice by gray stars. For experiment 5 only the saline groups are presented. Coefficients of determination
(R2) values for the groups are: experiment 1: B6: 0.05, D2: 0.60; experiment 2: B6: 0.41, D2: 0.63; experiment 3: B6: 0.23, D2: 0.05; experiment 4:
B6: 0.10, CXBK: 0.09; experiment 5: B6: 0.78, D2: 0.09; experiment 1: B6: 0.05, D2: 0.60.

conservative False Discovery Rate method[38], none of
these correlations remained significant at the 0.05 or even at
the 0.10 level.

4. Discussion

Behavior genetics and psychopharmacology studies de-
signed to map determinant gene loci and neurochemical
mechanisms rely heavily on the sensitivity and reliability
of behavioral endpoints. The goal of this study was to con-
struct an endpoint from a previously established database
that would meet these criteria.

The segmentation of open-field behavior into natural units
of stops (lingering episodes) and progression segments, em-
ployed in SEE, facilitated the construction of new endpoints
that can be useful for quantifying movement patterns and
analyzing genotype and drug effects. The construction of the
DART endpoint from basic properties of stops and progres-
sion segments demonstrates this ability. DART was designed
to discriminate between two common inbred strains, B6 and
D2, in a replicable way across three laboratories, despite
some differences in conditions (slightly different arena sizes,
testing during light or dark phases of the photoperiod,) and
tracking parameters (tracking rate and spatial resolution). In
another experiment distinct from those used for DART de-
sign, DART was able to differentiate B6 and CXBK mice.
The B6 DART phenotype in this experiment was similar
to that found in all of the other experiments, while the

CXBK DART phenotype was intermediate between those
of B6 and D2 in all other experiments. In two additional
experiments, also not used for DART design, in two differ-
ent laboratories, DART achieved higher discrimination and
replicability than the distance traveled or any of the other
optional measures discussed in this study, again despite pro-
tocol differences such as saline-injected versus non-injected
animals.

The general validity of the DART endpoint, as that of
all other SEE endpoints, is currently being tested by us in
an experiment involving additional 10 inbred strains, using
the same protocol and SEE analysis. This increase of the
database may result in further refinement of the definition
of DART in order to achieve even higher discrimination,
replicabilty and generality.

DART was not significantly correlated with distance trav-
eled within strains and groups. This means that there is no
technical reason (such as the process of measurement or the
definition of endpoint) for a correlation between these two
endpoints. Correlation with distance traveled across strains
could not be tested in this study, of course, because only two
strains were used in each experiment. A three-fold increase
in the distance traveled induced by cocaine, however, was
not accompanied by a significant change in DART. This
result cannot be interpreted as poor sensitivity or resolution
of the DART measure, since it was still able to discriminate
between the two strains as effectively as the distance trav-
eled measure. This suggests that DART can be dissociated
from “activity,” and thus may be a relatively independent
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property of locomotor behavior. The failure of cocaine to
affect DART suggests that DART is not primarily mediated
by the dopaminergic system. Amphetamine did decrease
DART significantly in the two strains, but this decrease was
still smaller relative to the increase in activity, while the
strain difference in these two measures remained similar
and highly significant.

There are three possible explanations for the observed re-
lation between MSDR and LMS, and the high replicability
of the DART measure that was composed by dividing the
first measure by the second. The first explanation is that this
relationship may be a result of our search, since DART was
designed and chosen a posteriori from data of the first three
experiments with the intention of producing a discriminative
and replicable measure. This is not likely, however, since
similar group means and genotype differences were found
in the three other experiments in the database, one of which
was physically conducted after the DART endpoint was es-
tablished. The second explanation is that MSDR and LMS
are two unrelated behavioral measures of interest that, each
by itself, discriminates D2 and B6 mice, but not with enough
between-lab replicability. The reasons may be a between-lab
variation of some unknown factor or factors in the housing
and tracking procedures, affecting both MSDR and LMS
in the same way. Dividing one measure by the other thus
eliminated this effect and produced a highly replicable mea-
sure. The third possible explanation is that MSDR and LMS
are two measurable aspects of a behavioral property me-
diated by the same set of genes. Consequently, it is both
genotype-specific and more resistant to between-labs dif-
ferences than each of the two original measures separately.
Note that the second and third explanations need not exclude
each other, and the underlying phenomenon may involve
both of them. The third explanation predicts that MSDR
and LMS will be inversely correlated across genotypes,
when more inbred strains will be phenotyped using this
approach.

In general, note the low within-group variability in most of
our results relative to the whole range of values, despite the
small group sizes (5–10 animals) used. This high resolution
is typical of SEE analysis[17], and is probably due to the
combination of large arena size, 30-min session duration,
high tracking rate, robust smoothing algorithms, and analysis
based on ethologically relevant units. This level of resolution
and algorithmic elaboration is, in our experience, important
for achieving high discrimination and replicability.

DART may reflect the animal’s tendency toward stress,
jitteriness or anxiety. Freezing is known to be part of the
natural defensive behavior in mice and rats, including lab-
oratory animals (e.g.[39,43]). D2 mice were reported to
be more anxious than B6 in several tests[40,41] although
other studies[3,42] did not find this difference significant. It
should be noted that in all of the experiments in this study,
D2 mice spent significantly less time in the center of the
arena than B6 mice, which is usually considered an indica-
tion of fear or anxiety. We plan to test this hypothesis by

measuring the DART of the two strains with anxiogenic and
anxiolitic drugs.

This study demonstrates how a database of several exper-
iments, conducted in several laboratories and with slightly
different conditions, can be applied for the purpose of de-
signing more replicable endpoints. Had our purpose been
the study of how specific laboratories or specific changes in
test conditions affect certain endpoints, it would have been
preferable to use all these animals in a single large exper-
iment, in which lab, drugs or test conditions could be sys-
tematically varied, while all other conditions would have
been equalized. In the real world, however, many laborato-
ries employ slightly different conditions even when using
the same test, and testing and housing procedures are diffi-
cult to fully standardize because each laboratory has its own
technical limitations. In addition, it is frequently unclear
what laboratory-specific factors may affect what endpoints
with what genotypes, and many of these factors might not
be known at all[3]. Our database of several slightly differ-
ent experiments is a sample that probably provides a more
faithful representation of the population of all laboratories,
and is thus more appropriate for testing the practical repli-
cability of endpoints.

The approach demonstrated here is somewhat reminis-
cent of the approach that has been successfully employed in
bioinformatics during recent years (e.g.[27,28]). The two
components of this approach are:

1. A database that includes the raw data (in this case the
path coordinates in an open-field arena) from several ex-
periments, conducted according to a similar protocol in
several different laboratories, and with several genotypes
and treatments. Increasing the size and scope of this
database should directly increase the potential power of
the produced endpoints.

2. Software for addressing any desirable sub-section of this
database, and performing desirable computations over it.
This software should enable the user to scale up such
computations readily, defining new variables and opera-
tors that can be used in turn as building blocks of more
complex variables and operators. Endpoints that corre-
spond increasingly better to complex behavior patterns
may be designed this way, achieving increasingly higher
discrimination and replicability.

The path of the animal in the arena, in analogy to the base
sequence of a DNA strand, is considered as a structured and
information-rich series that can be stored and reanalyzed. As
in molecular genetics, the segmentation of this series into
discrete and meaningful units (in our case stops and pro-
gression segments) highly facilitates the analysis. Another
possible advantage of this approach is that many experi-
menters can contribute data to such a database, while many
data analysis specialists can study it without the need to con-
duct their own experiments. Any progress in the design of
new endpoints can be immediately employed by the exper-
imenters to design new experiments and to reevaluate old
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experiments. This approach is thus more suitable to tackle
the inherent complexity of behavioral phenotypes.
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